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^., gathered data.	 General relations among system parameters are
presented, followed by a proposal on spatial and frequency scanning
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concepts.	 The methods proposed include a nadir looking measurement
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with small lateral scan, and a circularly scanned measurement looking
^.: tangent to the earth t s surface at the horizon. 	 antenna requirements

are given, assum3_ng frequency coverage from ^F00 MHz to ^+0 GHz. 	 For
'^ the law frequency range, x+00-1000 MHz, a processed, thinned array
^. is proposed which will be more fully analyzed in the next phase of

the program.	 Preliminary hardware and data processing requirements
^< are presented.	 The repart concludes with a summary of the work to
3 be done during the next phase.
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1.0 TNTRODUCTTON

1.1 O's:,;ective and Bic round information

`fhe work reported. herein is the initial effort on a cor.,tract with
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center on "Validation and Specification
for a Space Shuttle RFI Exper3went". The main objective ^.s to deve^.op
a plan for a comprehensive measuring system capable of syst€:matically
surveying electromagnetic emissions from the earth, and suitable for
acco^odat^n on the space shuttle.

The initial phase of the work has bee p directed. toward: (a) a re-
view of past efforts at the measurement and estaxaation of fields in
space; anc^ (b) establishing an appropriate concept: Tt has advanced
to the point where a :=sethodology can be proposed.

The use of satellites for surveying electromagnetic emissions from
the earth's surface has been under discussion for about 1G years [1--6]
and, indeed, a :umber of measurements have been and are being made
^7-11]. The experiments actuary carried out have beEn of a re-
stricted nature designed either to demonstrate the feasibility of such
measurements or to obtain a specific kind of information. The Space
Shuttle Electrom_ . agn^ta . c Ehyironznen '^ . Experiment (EEE) is intended to
provide more comprehensive results and, where it is advantageous, to
make use of the crew members in carrying at^t measurements.

Tn designing the experiment, it is essential to determine who will
be principal users of the data. A recent paper by R.E. Taylor, R. E.
Prince, and D. N. McGregor ^12] lists n^^tional and international
bodies concerned with spectrum use an:d ananagement, as well as NASA itself.
Accordingly, the measurement methods proposed here have in mind various
puasible users. Principally, however, the orientation of this work
is to applications in space. Space systems see wide areas of earth.
In a recent article surveying the state of dom^:stic satellites [13^ it
is pointed out that 3.nterfererre problems assaCi^ted with the satellite-
to-earth link are not usually important, since control can be exerW
clued through proper sating of the ground station: The satellite,
however (in the case ^^inder discussion syn,chranous satellites were in
mind), is subject to interference fra^m wideJ.y dispersed points, so tY!at
proper choice of the earth-to-satellite frequency is important. bnissians
from ground based sources affecting satellite operations can be cat-
egorized as follows: intentional emissions whose fundamental frequencies
lie in or close to the bands allocated for satellite opera.-^ions; inten-
banal emissions srhase fundamental frequencies are not in those bands
but whose harmonics or spurious emissions are; ar^d unintenti,anal emissions
that may come from ignition systems, Industrial, Scientific, and Medical
(ISM) equipment, ^relding equipment, ar hitherto unsuspected sources.

^ An exception is down link commends to data collection balloons (SNhS
geastationary satellite).
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']'here are three principal ways ij^, i,U i,a i n i.rr tbr • mrrt i c,n nk^,,^, ,. ;:, mu•

o€' i,i•tese amiss ions:	 (1}	 by Pxa•ninati.osr :^;td rt,r•r•E^I:rL;^^r ► c.^1' dsri.:i <<^^
emit: tex• s listed by such agencies as the ]?Lr^^t r • ttirn+^E;irc:t i ^: ('+^rrrpai. i it i 1 i l.,y

Ana lys is Center• { i^^CAC } an,d the l^'edern i ^ 'a;nrn; ur i c:t^ 1, i c,n,^, ^ 'omm i s" i „rr i ^^'r •r') ;
(^')	 by ciir • er', nrrr :isrrreujenL u7iLlr grutrnd-basc •^1 ^,r^ ^ir^•r•^]I'€. -l,ti::c^d rn,»ril,c^r•irri^
equipment; (3} by direct measurement t'r • ^^m a sai;e l.l i i;e,

Other investigators ^1 1+] have c^rni:luded that the f'ir • st appr•ir,sc^}^
is at' limited value in large part because files de not include ^ctraa7. use
of licensed devices. A satellite-based sywtem would update emitters net
yet listed in the files, and it would also give much needed information 	 p
on unintentional and, spurious emitters.

A satellite-borne monitor offers the potential i;o pinpoint hitYier•fc
unsuspected Ei€^'1 sources, and could direr;tl.y examine the F^I^'1 env l.rc,nmerri,
ta5 it watil.d k^e sFen by subsequent satellites• . While ii: 4rould r,e irr3pr,a-
:;ible k'nr a satellite monitor it a low earth orbit to r.^rzt;inuously
monitor si.nf?le saur • ces for prolon^.:ed periods, it could examine ^uc11
sources i'c,r short; periods at di#'f'erent i:imes of day, and .from di 1't'er•ent
angles, and it might identify sources that are worthy of more irrtensive
examination by ground-based or airborne mcanitors. Twc^ satellites, the
TyrS- j and TIES-b, have monitored portions o#' the spectrum from 255 to
?80 and from 290 to 315 ^nxz. The ATS-^ geo-stationary satellite is now
making measurements in the vicinity of b GHz.^ Except for this, norAe
have investigated the many bands reserved for earth-satellite corr^nunications
in the 0.4-40 Gliz range and none have provided high geographic resolution.
A cost benefit study ^1^] has indicated that a survey of these bards ^rould
improve the performance of subsequent missions, particularly space
shuttle missions.

'i`he lln.ivers i t:y of Per^nsy l vania e f'i'ort is being carried out; with
attention to the following steps:

1. ].xaminat ions of the expected en-dironment, including tt_e numi^ers ,
types, and intensities of emitters as seen at the satellite

2. Clroice of a measuring concept which will supply the information
required by users

3. Consideration of the possibilities of supplying the information 	 ^
by alternate means	 ^

r'	 -	 `!
^	 ^. Analysis of the technical parameters of possible measurements
i<	 conducted from an orbiting vehicle at the expected altitude. This will
i,..3::r	 include atrade-off analysis accounting for such fart;ors as sensitivity,

area coverage, and detection probability. 	 r z.^:

5. Optimum parameter selection ^;

`<

	

	 6. Examinations of hardware feasibility including the antenna,
RF' components, frequency sweep sys+ems, and data recording and display

'^	 systems (hardware implem°ntatian is to be carried out elsewhere)

i	 ^An experiment nos r:.•c:ent yy been prop^rsed by the NP.. A Cnmmuni-cation and t3av i^;af, i urn 	 '
`y.	 Division to tree&sure radio frequency interference (Ft€''T) in the ^ici,•tity of l.f^ arrd	 ;

`	 2.25 GYIr, using the ATS-6 satellite at synchronous altitude.	 {{i

	

5 •

	 ,^

^(



7. Data processing in the sate^.lite and on the ground, and
programming for access to the stared data

$. Consideration of hcrw tine measurements are to be distributed
over the several space-shuttle missions and whether or not future con-
tinuing measurements are worthwhile.

Tn section 1.2 following, a discussion is presen'..ed enumeratingr	
the possible measurables, the constraints imposed by the nature of the
satellite vehicle, and the e:^pected limits of the measurements obtained.
Section 2 contains a survey of data available fron experiments and
estimating analyses done to date, giving levels in space and numbers
of emitters in specified services known to be assigned in various fre-
quency ranges. Section 3 cont&ins the experimental proposal as envisioned
at this writing, giving the concept proposed an.^ its justification
slang with a spectral and spatial coverage anaJ^ysis. Details of the
hardware implementation and questions of data storage, transmission,
processing, retrieval, etc., have yet to be dealt with and are only
briefly treated. Section ^ summarizes the results to date and indicates
what remains to be done.

1.2 Nfeasurables and System Capabilities

As pointed out earlier, the notion of making E^ measurements an
a space platform has been udder consideration for some time. Most of
these proposals include an en,^meration of desirable measizrables. The
1967 study by General Dynamics [ 15 a gives the following as the output
of an ideal experiment:

1. exact location of every transmitter on earth
2. Tts frequency
3. Power radiated
^+. Antenna pattern and polarization
^. Transmitter modulation and duty cycle
6. Whether the transmitter is stationary, rotating, or mobile
7. Variations of transmitter output
8. Probability that a mobile transmitter is in a specific location

To these we may add:
9. Probability that a known. transmitter is transmitting at a given time

a	
The list is drawn up with the idea that only intentional trans-

missions need to be measured. Tests with aircraft carried out by i,incaln
T,aboratories [ 16 ^ showed that when an area of more than three miles

s	 across is ^^^etved (their measurements were made at frequencies between 200
and BOO N3^^:^j the urban noise fi^1d observed has the characteristics of
Gaussian random noise when .i.ntentional emitters are eliminated from the
data. The receiver sees many many minute noncoherent sources simul--
taneous^,y, the effect of which is an increase in the receiver noise level.

Tntentional communication channels a.re deliberately spread out
spectrally, spatially, and^or temporally to avoid interference among
them. One would like the space-borne measuring system to be sufficiently

3
d



discram^.natax^g so as to ident^,i`y inda.vidual intentional emitters.
'.l°his does not imply that every transmitter wi1,i. be detected by the
r^easura^ng system. Pagtors ai'feeting the probability of detection
are transmitter on time, antenna directivity, Power output, shuttle/
rpace^.ab orbit, etc• 'l.'hese factors can be taken into account ^n
esi:i3nating the probability that a given transm^.tter will be detected.
Clearay,. if measurements are >ade over a sufi'iciently long time,
every emitter with enough power ^.n the area surveyed s^iill ultimately
be observed.

';1

P

•
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2.0 SURVL7 Ol.' ATR^:RAT'^ EI^C^ROMAGNE^TC EIIiVTRONi'^NT MEASURENIEN'fS

For the purpose of this survey, electromagnetic radiation has been
divided into two groups: that arising from intentional emitters and unin-
tentional emitters generating coherent RF energy, and that arising from multiple
natural or man-made noncoherent sources (incidental broadband emitters).
A limited number of coherent and noncoherent emission measurements
have been ma^.e using both airborne and spaceborne platforms. Measurements
of noncoherent emissions avoided frequencies at which there were inten-
tional sources. Measurements of coherent emissions were actually
composite surveys .. surveys of total ;Tadao frequency radiation measured

a
	

cant^.nuously over a frequency band. Tn these cases, the apparent base-^
Line radiation was treated as the noncoherent radiation component with
the :.nplitude salients trated as coherent radiation. Because the
measured data are limited, estimated information on the numbers of
major sources in various services, locations, and frequencies has
been assembled,

2.1 Accidental Emissions

NancohPrent noise radiation from cities at Ut{T' Frequencies has been
modeled by Ploussias [15^ an the basis of aircraf+ based surveys
at 226.2 MHz, 3oS•5 ^z, and 359 .2 MHz made aver 7 cities in the Eastern
United States; Miami, Jacksonville, Orlando, Baltaxnore, Philadelphia,
New York City (Manhatt^^ and Brooklyn), and Boston. Tt was noted
that above 5,000 ft. where more than 3 square miles were observed, urban
spectra cease to appear to originate from discrete sources, and
approach random noise. 'The measurements are reported in terms of antenna
temperature and shown in sable i.

fable 1.	 Noise.Temperature Recorded on C-131

Cit,^	 ,(;^,^t,^,tude

(F't.}	 226.2 MHz

Over Eastern U.S. Cities

Antenna ^PSm^erature

305.5 MHz	 359.2 MH

oston $k 22,000 8,000 ^-
altimore l6k 23,000 7,000 ^
acksonville l^k 1^i3O00 3,x+00 ^
iami ( Cold}	 l8k ^.^+, 000 ^, 600 ^-

(Hot}	 lOk-l8k 2"x,000 10,500 ^
Orlando 9k 9,000 x+,000 2,200
Philadelphia 8k^-18k 26,000 8,000 6,000
rooklyn 8k-1$k 60, {)00 19,000 9,500
anhattan 8k-18k 75,000 30,OOfl 1.6,000

• Accurate values not obtained due to ground RFT

r.

r
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Mcasure,;^ents ware made using total pourer radiomef.cr:s riavitig a 1,''
MHz bandwidth and a 2 ms integration time. The antenna wus a 2 dipo:Le
array matched at the three frequencies to a V'SW}3 o:f less than 1.^:1.

The half power beamwidths of the antenna ranged from ^° t° 112 °•

Two measurements are reported for Miami., shatY^ing a significant
difference between temperatures during the tourist season (hat) and
the "off" season (cold}. Ploussios observed that the brightness temper-
atures of different cities are not substantially different, excepting
New' York. A plot of brightness temperature profile of Philadelphia is
shoVrn in Fig. 1. From his findings, Ploussios modeled a city as an
aperture having the dimension of the city within which are random
sources having a uniform power density as shourrk in Fig. 2. 'the powerry
der_sity rrras found to range from ? x 14-:^8 (W^m2 ) Hz to 1. x l_0"18 (W/`m`)^Hz
over the UHF' band during week days. Haurever, New York City has a
Level from 5 to 6 dB higher.

A series of surveys of urban, suburban, and rural manmade incidental
noise in the UHF' frequency range was made by Mi11s X17,13] and analyzed
by Anzio ^1^-22^. The sites surveyed vrere: Cleveland, where noise
was measured on the ground at X80 MHz and 950 MHz; Phoenix, where noise
was measured on the ground and from an aircraft near 0.3 Gliz, 1.0 Gliz,
and 3.0 GHz; and Akron, where noise was measured from an aircraft, also
at 0.3 GHz, 1.0 GHz * and 3.0 GI^Iz. Only the results o.i the aircraft based
surveys are presented here since, as Ploussios cor_cluded, these are more
representative of vertically propagated noise.

The Phoenix survey was conducted using receivers having a band^ridth
of 2.7 MHz, and noise figures less than u dB. The antenna characteristics
are shown below:

4

Table 2. Antenna Characteristics

Freq. Type Polarization Gain Half power Front i:o back
GHz Beamwidth ratio-greater

than

0.03 Quad circular 11..2 dB ^$° lg dB
Aipole

1 Iielicfil circular 11 dB 3^° x 1^7° 18 dB

3
^E

Helical circular 13 dS 33° x 26° 20 dB

	

^;	 Measurements were made only on weekdays, and in the morning, at noon,

	

^^	 and in the evening, from an altitude of 1000 and I+000 ft, at a speed

	

^;^	 of 100 ^ 1.0 knots. The parameters measured were rms noise voltage and
average noise envelope voltage.

.f
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Data were reported in terns of dB above kTB. Average noise levels
were observed to vary in a daily pattern as shown in 'fabled 3.

'table 3. Daily Variation of Noise ^,evels Over Phoenix

'Pi me of Measurement Average level 0.3 GHz at
Ii000 feet	 ^

(dB above kTB)

Morning ^	 19

Noon 17

Date Evening 13

'.typical 1.0 GHz noise levels measured during morning rush hour were 5
to 6 d8 below those measured at 0.3 GHz. Rms noise profiles of Phoenix,
prepared Pram measurements made at 0.3 anal 1.0 GHz during morning, noon,

{	 and evening flights, are shown in Pig. 3. The profile show: in I'ig. 3a
is along an east-vrest path crossing the city nuc; while Fig. 3b shows
the profile made along a north-south pxofilE:, =also crossing the city
hub. Tt is noted that the levels measured a^ ...0 GHz show l^.ttle
variation from place to place in the city, but cio shout a variation
oi` about 10 dB at different times of day. The evening profile at 0.3 GHz,
made at Willy hr, similarly is relatively flat, while a considerable
variation is seen in profiles made at 0653, 0817 and 1115. NQ results
were reported at 3.0 GHz since most data obtained were found to be
unreliable because of receiver limitations. The data. indicated that
the RF noise level eras near the system threshold moot of the time
(^ dB above kTB).

Measurements were made over Akron at 0.3 GHz, 1.0 GHz, and 3. 0 GHz
using the same equipment that was used. in Phoenix, somewhat modif led to
take into account experience gained there. As in the Phoenix survey,
the rms level, measured at 3.0 GHz remained near or below the receiving
system threshold, less than, ^ dB above kTB, and no significant data
were gathered.

a

The noise levels at 1.0 GHz were found to range from about 7 dB
above kTB to below ^ dB above kTB, the receiving system theshold, with the
exception of one narrow salient of about 20 dB above kTB, which appears

*	 on one of the profiles. The received noise level remained above the
receiver threshold in urban areas and for the most part in suburban
areas, while remaining be1oW the recea^ver threshold most of the time in
rural areas.

^ bevels Hated include internal noise of measuring system = ^dB above k'1B
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The noise levels at Q.3 GHz were, as expected, substantially higher
than those measured at 1.0 GHz. the measurements range from a high of
about 37 dB above kTB to a low of less than 10 dB above kTB, the lower
mEasurement appearing on one of the profiles in an area indicated as
rural. Within the urban suburban areas the levels remained above 20 dB
above k'1'B. A sample profile is shown in Fig. ^^.

Aircraft based surveys were also performed by Barnare^ [23^ and
Buehler, King, and Lunden [2^^. Barnard surveyed cities in the United
Kingdom including London, Birmingham, Manchester, and Liverpool, but
only at Vf]IT frequencies, 11$ MHz. Buehler et.al., surveyed Seattle,
again at VHF frequencies, measuring urban, suburban, and rural radio-
frequency noise at ^+9, 73, and 137 MHz.

Skomal 125,26] has ana^rzed t;he results of these surveys, with
emphasis an the predicta.on of noise level depending on altitude and
frequency. He Hates that at alt9tudes above 1 mile over metropolitan
areas, the impulsive charP.cter of Gurface incidental noise disappears
and is replaced by the-noise patterns which appear similar to thermal
noise, eg. Gaussian. Since these surveys were not in the UHF band,
they will Hat be ^irther discussed.

Aircraft based. surveys of composite noise covering extended geo-
graphical areas were conducted by ^amites and Hurlbut [27^. The
receiver measured average and peak power in the frequency bands fram
233 to 25$ MHz and 2g0 to 315 MHz. ^'he reported measurements are
averages of those recorded along extended strips such as from Cape
Coal. to Bayton {Fig. 5}, the Mideast, Europe, and the Eastern United
States (Fig. 6). Measurements which were made in Vietnam and
Southeast Asia, sha4,red very high levels of emissions, probably due to
the war. 'fhe baseline of the plot of the noise density averaged, over the
Eastern United States, the Mideast, and Europe ranges between -12U dBm^kHz,
and what appears to be the system noise density, about -125 dBm^kHz.
Noise levels tended to reside in the lower end of this r2.nge much of
the time, and fell below this level over significant parts of the
spectrum surveyed, especia113r in the range 2g0 to 315 MHz. `Phis set.
of surveys also included data concerning maximum and mean peak 1evt^ls.
The baseline of the maximum peak level plot, 2g0 to 315 MHz, ranges from
about -70 dBm^kHz to about -90 dBm^kHz, in the average of noise observed
in the Mideast, Europe, and Eastern United States. `fheae high peak levels
may be the result of cc;herent sources being found in such large number
over the large geographical areas surveyed to take on the na-^ure of con-
tinuous spectra^as occurred with city icidental noise sources when a
sufficiently large area was vi^red. The baseline of 'maxi mum peak levels,
233 to 258 MHz, observed in the Mideast, Europe, and Eastern United
States ranges from -70 dBm^kHz to about -g5 dBm^kHz.

Noise power and occupancy eras measured by Madison, Kuehn , and Bade
[2$] in the frequency band 1Q0 MHz through 500 MHz over Northern Europe,
including 31Sortheastern France, Central West Germany, Belgium, ^'he
Netherlands, and.. Luxemburg. the results presented are averages over this

11
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entire region. This survey measured peak and average power at an altitude 	 {
of 3o,aao ft, quantized in steps of 5 dBm in each 3d kHz channel from 100 to
500 MHz. using a computer controlled spectrum analyzer mounted in a
E{C-135. The view of the log periodic antennas eras 360 miles wide. 'i'he
measurements were made vierrring a wide angle looking forward from the
aircraft with the center of the main lobe about 0.2 o below the horizon.
Various bands in this portion of the spectrum are allocated for fixed

"	 mobile operation, aeronautical radio-navigation, broadcast, and
space and meteorological a.id,;. The report includes graphs of average
power levels in each channel, and graphs of channel occupancy, and the
text anti, accompanying tables note hourly or day to day variations.
fig. 7 shows the results of measurements of average parrrer levels from
X00 to x+10 MHz. The baseline of noise was at about -108 dBm for most
of the surveys made in the ADD -^06 MHz band (TTU P^:etenrological).
Occupancy is defined as the percent of time that the level in a 30
kHz channel is above -99 dBm. This band was occupied. less than 10°fo
of the time except on the occasion where the average level went to
-115 dBm^kHz, when the occupancy rose to nearly 100 percent. This
was possible due to a signal near ^#O^.O ^IHz.

The X50 to E€70 band (STIR' fixed Mobile) was found to be in much
more intensive use. 'The levels of average power in this band are

• shown in I',igs.8 and 9. The baseline level here ranged from about
-100 dIi to about -110 dBm.

The distribution of received pchrer lever fbr se •reral flights
are shown on Iiig. 13. The received level never rose above -80 dBm

and remained below -94 dBm for more than 9D°I of the Banc. In this survey,
no attempt was made by the investigators to separate coherent sources
from noncohex •ent sources.

According to this survey, the X00- x-06 MHz band showed the lowest
occupancy and average power levels of all the bands above E+00 MHz, with

average power levels typically around -110 dBm.

Occupancy and average power in the various fixed mobile bands was
varied., albeit evenly distributed within each band. Average pourer levels
extended as high as -$0 dBm.

Average power levels across the 1+7D to 500 MHz UHT' broadcast band {I^igs.
10-12} were substantially higher (up to --56 dBm) but very regular: one sees

`	 virtually the same set of peaks for each TV channel. A survey looking
at the continental U.S. might see a similar set of peaks repeated every
6 MHz across the entire ^'^0-806 MHz portion of the spectrum.

Dne set of information from a satellite, Idimbu., -^^ [2^^ reports
levels of radio interi'erenc,e at X01.5 MHz (clown-link} and E#f,(, fdl[r ^uE , -Link)
{T'ig. l IF) . Up-link interference rangeu i'rom above -1 L() d13m to bn 1.^r
-130 dE3m. No data is given on area of view, recei^^^r ^:r^aracter:̂ ..°.t.i ^^;;,

or how the measurement:y trere made.
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Cux°rentl^r the ATS-6 satellite is surveying the 6 GHz region over
the continental United States from a synchronous orbit. A preliminary
report of data gathered by this satellite has been received only recently,
and has not ac yet been fully evaluated.

The results of satelli'^e based HFI measurements made from f^S- 5
and LI';S -6 have been reported by W.W. Ward et.al ., [30,31.

TEES -5, which surveyed the radio frequency environment from 253 to 283 MHz
was located in a quasi-statior:ary :ub5ynchronous 33,00 kin orbit, drifting slowly
eastward so that the entire earth, excepting the polar regions, was
viewed during the nine months of the experiment. The results of
these measurements are presented as frequency versus strongest
signal plots and frequency versus average signal plots covering the
entire period of the experiment, and for each of five geographical
areas: United States, United States and Europe, Nurope and Asia, United
States, Asia, and Pacific, and North, Central and South America.

The weakest observable source was 100W (isotropic radiator) suggesting
that all of the' radiation observed was from coherent sources.

The T,ES-5 antenna has a gain of 2 dB, its beam being in the shape of a
torus symmetrical abax^'cne axis of rotation cf the satellite with a
hal!'-power beamwadth of 30° about the plane normal to it. The receiver
bandwidth was 120 kHz with a sensitivity of --]2 0 dBW and a noise figure
o.0 3 dR at 255 MHz. The noise figure was a m^.nimum at this frequency.
Strongest s^_gnals were observed in the U.S. ranging from about -110
dBm to abot,t -90 dBm (referenced to an isotropic antenna), most
occurr^.ng in the frequency range between 25^+ MHz a.nd 262 MHz where the
system noise is low, and two oecuxrang in the band between 276 MHz and
279 MHz. Similar results were recorded in the U.S. and Europe. The
strongest signals observed an the Asia, Pacific, and U.S. and the North, South,
and Central Americas were similarly distributed in frequency but at a
level 5 to 10 dB lower.

The LES--6, which surveyed the radio frequency environment from 290
to 315 MHz, was located in syxchronous, station kept ori^it neF^r 90o West
longitude from November lg6$ through July 1869 and repositioned eastward
thereafter with data being reported until October t^rhen at had reached
about 60° East longitude. The results of these measurements are presented
in four plots: (1) average signal pcnrer observed between 6600 and 2200
Central Standard Tune; (2} average signal power observed between 2200
and 0600 Central Standard Tame; (3) peak signal power observed bett^reen
0600 and 2200 Central Standard Time; and (^) peak signal power observed
between 2200 and 0600 Central Standard Time. The antenna had a gain
of 10 dB and half power beamzr3.dths of 3^-° (pa^^allel with the earth' s axis) and
5^.° (normal to the earth's axis), which allowed LES -6 to view the entire
visible portion o^' the earth. The receiver had a bandwidth of ^`?0 kHz,
a sensitivity of -^J.20 dL^ and a noise figure of 3 dN. The weakest
observable signal was 25;d (isotropic radiator). Data was presented,
corrected to equivalent noise power received by an isotropic antenna.
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'.1'hr. Kverage pourer plat shows n baseline lcvci ne.t.r • i,he ..y :al.rm ri^^.ic.r^
1.nvea. thxortghouf. most oi' the bond wi . i;Yt ;:nmc^ ;: : t^L^ic^tti. . c r•.i::itt^* 1'rc^ln 1[r I.c^

l^ di3 higher. The average peak power plot shows a bar^c^. l.:i.n^ x•un}*i.rtl^

from about -100 dBm at 288 MHz. to abcxttt --110 d&n at 300 MIiz and above.
The strongest peak power signals in the band rose to about -$0 dBm
with the baseline of the plot of strongest peak power being at about
-lO^ dBm.

2.2 Intentional k^tissions

In addition to emissions intentionally directed upward toward
satellite or space vehicles, the coherent sources that an earth directed
satellite based receiver might see looking at the X00 MHz to ^O GHz
part ofi the spectrum include:

1. Radar
2. Other radio navigation aids
3. UHF-TV
^. M? erorrave line--of-sight transmitters

Of theses the radars anti. UHF--TV transmitters have the highest
peak powers; either can range as high as 5 megawatts (^).

2.2.1 Radar

Radars, having pager outputs above 100W, are expected to be the
most prominer^ emitters in this portion of the spectrum. White [32^
notes that "as of 1}72, there a.re about 3000 Fixed radar systems in the
U'.S. {an average of one radar per 2^ square miles of urban - suburban area),
adding the restriction "excluding airborne, mobile, waterborne, and
classified militar-y CE installations". Radars in. the last-mentioned
category are undoubtedly quite numerous and quite powerful. White further
Hates that peak-pulse power i'or large fixed radars ranges from 100 kW
to 5 MW.

The FAA Frequency Assignment Bureau has provided data on airport
and airtray radars which are presented in 'fable ^.

^ White also asserts that if we include all types of radars'-- air
traffic control, air and surface search, harbor surveillance, mapping,
tracking and fire control, police speed-monitoring, and weather, there
may be upvrards of 100^0 (̂ 0 emitters using various portions of the spec-

"	 tram between 225 MHz and 35 CrHz in the U.S. alone. Most of these are
1otr power police speed monitors. Cridlan 333 points out that both
magnetrons and klystons used in high poi^er radars produce signals with

•	 substantial unwanted harmonics and spurious emissions both a^3ove and
below the fundamental frequency. These spurious signals may Fall into
bands allocated to other users. Many of these spurious emissions
from high power radars in the L and C bands can have ]aSRP s s higher than
20 dBW {100W).
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TABLE ^ :	 CTCT^,I: i^ AgtPOP:1 RADARS
r

DetectionType Beacon Lang Range Short Range

Frequency 1030 MHz interrogate ^50-^-350 MHz 2700-2g00 M^Iz 23--21+ GHz	 ^
1090 Mf3z answer ^

:3
Number in coNUS Sao-goo 85 llo g

^ Peak Power Z-1.5kw 5M^1 600kW 50kC^1

PRI', PPS

Pulse Width

Antenna Rotation Rate

Antenna Gain

BeamFridth (3 dB)

Horiznnal

Vertical

35fl-^Oo

13--15 rpm

38 ^

^-5°

30a

350-370

2^5

5rpm

3^ ^

0
^-• 5

5-30n

1200

0.8µs

1.5n

5.300

^.^, x+00

o.a2^s

64 rpm
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In the late 1950's Myers ^3^+] measured L-band ( 1-l.s GHz) and
S-band (2 . 7-3.9 GHz) radar signal densities at 20,OOG feet aver a number
of .American cities including Lvs Angeles, San Francisco, New Yr,,rk,
Boston, and Pittsburgh. Myers p^ esented some of thf^se data ^_n terms of

'	 nua►ber of pulses above -70 dBm received per second. The maximum number
of pulses per second was about 5000 over Los Angeles but reached $0,000
over Pittsburgh. While these measurements are undoubtedly not accurate
today, he m^.{es several observations that may sti11 be valid: the pulse
rate above the L-band (in the 1400-2000 MHz range) was about 10°fQ of
the pulse rate within L-band, and the levels in the 1+00-2000 MHz range
were about 30-40 dR below the levels within L-band. These correlations

`

	

	 are consistent with Cridlan's measurements of spurious signals from
L-band radars.

2.2 2 Other Navigational Aids

The principal type of navigational aid operating above 40O FsI{z is
TACAN, which occupies the band 960 - 1^ 15 MIiz. iACAN ground stations
radiate l to 5 kW average power and 6 or l0 kW peak power in a rotating
nine-lobed pattern. There are 1013 cif these stations in the Continental
Un:i.ted States and there are estimated to be ^?0,000 aircraft equipped
to use TACAN, eacl3 airborne equipment radia-t.i. g 1.5 kW peak power.

2.2.3 UHit' Telev ision

UI^I+ television broadcasting in the United States occupies the fre-
quency band extending from 470 MHz through 806 Mliz (Channels 14-bg)^. It
is divided into 56 channels, each having a b MHz bandwidth. Radiated
power is limited by the FCC to between 5,000 kW and 500 kW, X35] depending
on antenna height. ]^`urther information is being sought concerning the
m.unbers and dis^:ri.bution of where transmitters in the United States
It zs, hvweve .r, expected that most of these stations radiate ha _gh levels
of power and that most of this power will be directed toward the horizon,
so that the levels received will be similar with those reported t'rom the
III" survey over Europe [?$]. These levels ranged from ai,out b0 to 'TO
dBni^kHz as measured using an antenna with a gain of fra;n $ to 10 dB.

Unused portions of this band are shared with other radio services
ir_c lading

1. 716 to 8g0 MHz may be used in Southern Florida for International
Fixed Public Radio Communications.

2. 800 to 830 MHz may be used in part of Alaska far fixed station
1?omestic Public Radio Service.

-

	

	 The band 608 to 51^+ MHz was reserved, for Radio Astronomy until January 1,
1g71^ .

2.2•^ Line-Of-Sight ^^4icro-orave Communication	 stems

Microwave line -of-sight communication .systems are a potential source
of observable intentional radiation. These systems include common carrier
systems, television broadcast auxiliary service, cable television
avacilisry links, and nose which axe part of other radio

'^ Channels 70 through 83 ($06w$g0 I^IHz) available only in Paerto Hico.
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services such as aviation radio sarvices, industrial radio servxee,
land transportation radio service, and satellite communication. Narrow
beams and low powers, less than 20 vtatts, are used in these systems•

Microwave systems uain^; frequencies above 952 MHz, excepting
common carriers, broadcast auxiliary services, and cable television
auxiliary .services, are regulated by the FCC in accordance with the
Microwave `^;echnical Standards Table [35^ presented here in Table 5.
The values shown here may be assumed to be worst case, since in granting
a station license, the FCC requires that the power transmitted be the
minimum needed to accomplish the purpose of the trans^.tter.

The quantities and pertinent characteristics of i,^.erowave trans-
mittexs operating in the broadcast auxiliary radio service X35], cable
television auxiliary service X377 and common carrier radio service [3$^
in the United States are summarized a.n Table 6. Tt is noted that trans-
mitter powers, where they have been identified, are trell within the
revels allowed other similar services occupying nearby bands as list2d
in Table 5. As an example, MCI Telecommunications transmitters use
only 2W X39] in the 11 GHz band. where the listing in the Microwave
Technical Standards Table is 5W, and 5W 3.n the 2 GHz band V7hexe 15W is
indicated as being allowable in nearby bands.

The preferred bands fo_ International Radio--Relay Systems operating
at microwave frequencies are presented 9.n Table 7 ^1^0]. It is assumed
that the power levels used at these frequencies are similar to those
used in the United States.

OR^GIlJ ^ ^'U G^
QF POJ ^



Table 5. Microwave Technical Stsadercls

Frequea^y bead
(,SIH:)

power t
(aaLW)

Tolerance
(percent)

Hitadwldtit t J Bexmwldth r

y3:-960.._._.....__ X30 .O^Oa I00 kEI1
8 S113z

'20•
10•3990_......._.

.130-2130_...._....
18
13

.02

.001 800 kH2 10'
2lSO-2100.- ....._.. 15 ,^Ol 10 b[Hz 360'
2380-.".00___....... li .001 SOO k13z 10°

2062-2668 e	 ...._ _._._. ........ ........... ...--------•
:674-2880 z --'------ ---------- ---•----•-•- •--........-•- •----._.......

33:585;5.___...._. 7 .02 :S IwlHz T
as;^trs.___-.__-- r .02 IO ^Iliz a°

10350-10880........ b (+) 23 Ai Hz 4•
122[0-12x00__.___.. 5 .OS 20 ?^I132 4°
Ahove 16000_...._. a (') SO hi HZ (^)

^ 11sz [mam tied power output o1 tmt^tirer. Paver la excess of that
s'^own heroin will be authorized only t! iyeciti^lly p:oMded an a par-
ticular frequency or under ezcaptioasl c:renmstanres based upun a
factual showing o! Head. For puLwd systatas average power shall be
limited to the unlace shown, F@^ power shall not azcee^d 5ve tS:^es thf,
limit.

+ hIazimum bandwidth (aeca.^sary or ocrnpled, whScheoer is greater}
trhlch wi;l ba authorized • Except fn the '_ 1.i0-2150 and 2180-2:'(^ hiHi
batidx. consScleratlon w111 ba given, nn a Cuabycase best,, to regaest,
tar additional adjacent chsnneLs based upo p a eampleta and speciSc
[actualsbawtng at atuque orunusa9i circamstaaces, apart froaz eeanomle
coosideratioas, requlnaY sttch addluonal ccsntzeSs. In the band 75.-980
^fHz bandwidths up to 3001r1iz may ba au:horized.

+ Slnsimum bramwSdtb of mnJor Sobe between 0.5 power poSna to
horizontal plane. Ercep[toas may be granted for stations !a remote areas
ar ua : i1 harz:tful ta :er'.e:enca is caused to other s:atloas operat[ax In
accardnace w:t;t [base ;,rovts!bn.5.

+ Subject to na protection tram 15]f eecqalpr^_ent on 2150 1[Hi.
r To ba speeffled ]a the station nuthortza:ion.
^ This troquency bead U araisbla only for operational filed stattaos

em toying te ;evLSlon [ranstnlss [otz,. The t:•srsmlitfaa equipment far
stc^ stations shall meet the techr.!eal s[sad:sd •, pmscrlbed for instruc-
tioaai teled^ton flied stattans contained in past r!, Subpart L, 6 ra9ot,
et se of [his chapter. lire of these [regaenc^es in the Land Transpotta-
tton Radio 3ervlc +s is secondary to sta:Sa[ti fa the Public Snrat y Radio
SrrTtces. Op.rettoasl used stattotu authorized 1n the band 25iN-=690
afIlz prior to July 16, I9; 1, may continue to be authorized on a coequal

ba_.s to other scatlons opendrx 1 ^ sccordsnre w}th the Table of Fre-
4ai-:F AL'uations. Xo rzaarssoa rf eslstir;g sys[rms on frequenefes
aas r^oented to thl .9 serrre crtll be per-...i : ted. Additional s:atioas orHex 0.+G1 ^:_eni! may bt 9A thorized arly irl BCCardnnce wi:b the pro-cis+ ors of tbs sec Clan,

£zcept : or [he frequeaees 95^_.1, 952 .2, 952.3 ead 952.4 SiHz and thefrrC'=care pars 932.8 ead 936.4; 932.9 and 956 . 5 . 956: and 919.8; and950.3 ead 9 .59.9 `.SHz, when- t1:s heamwidth may ^e 360°.+ EzcepL [ar the lrequeaces 9.i:.1, 9322, 952 .3, Had 932.4 ^IJSz, wherehe nszt:aum paa'er may N 1L0 wat3.
tie`-=1'^^ he handsl3;y}.a: g?^^gdandy57 -1-..63pJ1H^and tied1n axordsaoe with the tecz: ical standards prescribed for ITFS raeponseeta :oas Sa part x;, Subpart I, oI this ottaptrr.

Source: FCC Regulations, paa^ 73 .111

^F r̂  ̂ '^La

^l
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SABLE 6.	 M^CROi^rAVE ^RANSMI`i".^II3 QUANTZTI^S AND C^IARACTERTSTICS { U. S.A. }

Service Nwbber of Txequencies Power
^ransmi-tters MHz

• * 2,110 - 2,1.30 2w w tow
usua3.ly below lOw

Common Carriex 7, 974 2,10 -- 2,180
5W average

sites

8,700 - TF,200

5,925 - 6,x-25

. la,7oa - 11,7ao

television 2,8b6 950
Broacicas^ Aiaxiliaxy 10W maximu*n
Service l,gga - 2,110

1. 5w - 2w typa.cal.
lncluc^ee : 6,875 - 7,125

^.n^e rc icy
remo't'e pickup
STL

12,700 - 13,200

Cab3.e Television approx. 200 ].2,700 -12,950 --58 to -10 dBtir

♦ 	 +
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eferxed 'cent
fregueney f0,

MHz

Width of RF
band occupied,

MHz

1,808	 200
2,000	 200
2,20

7557-5	 Sao

TABLN 7, PRRF +' 'RED RF BANDS_ FbR TN"f^NATTONAT^ RADTO--RRLAY SYST]^IS ,CC1R RECO1+^iENDATTONS

itnum capacity o*' eacn rau,io
carra.er (telephone channels
ox television)

60-370 (Recormnendation No. 283)

60-3.20 (Recommendation No. 28^}

r
fxeguency band,

MHz

' 7_, 700 - 1, 900
1,900 - 2,100 (2,000 Mxz bang}
2,100 - 2,300

7,25 - 7,725 (7,000 MHz band}

300 -- 1,$00 ar television or eq- 1,700 - 2,100
(2 000 MHz band)

1,903 ^00--
^uivalent (Recommendation Nos. 278, 1,00 - 2,300 2,3.01 ^a0	 ,

27g, and 281}
.

3,800 - ^,200^- {^,.,000 MHz band} x,003.5 boo	
'';;

___.

^5,g25 - 6,25 (b,000 MHz Band} 6,175

^

500	 ^̂ ^600-7.,$00 or television or eq-
uxvalent (Recommendations ^^os. ^j

28o ana 2$1} ^
^^.,

lh Regions 2 and 3 the band 3,^0 - x- ,200 MHz is used.
^,
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3.0 DEVE]'.^GPMEI^F.^ OIL' EXPER:CI^^1T

3.1 E^! System ^esi.^n Parameters

In this section the major system Paremet.?rs relating to the design
of an experiment for measuring emissions i'rom the earth at an orbiting, near earth
satellite are discussed. xts purpose is to show how these parameters are
related one to another, and thus to establish the trade- ot^s betrtreen them.
^'or example, large antennas at the satellitewou^n make the equipment more
sens;.tive to emissions t'rom the earth but would require amore detailed
examination of the surface oi' the earth in order to detect all possible
emitters. h

We begin worth the basic relationship between radiated and received
powers and antenna e^t'ective areas. I^'rom Friis' propagation equation

_	 ^"'t
r - Pt ^2d2

^, = power received, watts

Pt = power transrr.3.tted, watts

1^, = receiver antenna e^i?ective area, m2

A,^ = trap.smitter antenna, et^ECtive area, ^

^ = wavelength o^ radiation, m

d = distasice between recefv^.ng and transmitting antenna; , m

The efi'ective area of the antenna can be related to its ei'i'ective gain
relative to an isotropic radiator in any direction 6, ^ by mea.^s oi'

A eff(8^^) W 2G^r

l^ssume that in the case o^ the receiving antenna one is
interested i.n the maximum gain and that the pattern oi' the antenna can
be defa.ned in terms o^ a moan lobe which has a circular cross--section subtending
a total ang^.e a in radians (over which the gain is assume d to be constant } .
The gain can be approximated, fox small angles, by the expression a6^^.
Substituting this result along with (2} into {1), gives

PtGt^2
r - 2 2	 (3)

^r ^

in ^•rhich the substitution

^2

^.
v	 ^	 ,^	 bs.e ,. ,,	 „_	 ,=.	 - wow _	 -r

(1}
P

(^}
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has been made, where;

2 =length subtended by the receiver antenna beam along the
surface when the beam is directed normally to the Barth.

Now, if the minimum detectable signs]. pacaer at the receiver is defined as
that power which is equal to the equivalent noise input power kTeB where
B is the bandwidth, k the Boltzmann's constant, and Te the effective
system temperature, the minimum detectable effective isotropic radiated
pourer (B1RP)min (_PtGt ) is

7T kTeB 2

(F^ )min ^	 ^	 2 ,watts	 (5)
A

In concept, the satellite is to scan simultaneously both spatially
and in t'requency. '.L'he maximum rate at which one esn scan in frequency
past a particular emitter without substantial loss in receiver response
is given by [Fief. ^l, p. 65]

2
F =^ 

BST , 
Hz

in which

F =frequency range scanned, Hz
B =bandwidth of the scanning aperture, Hz

T = dwell tithe an a particular geographical area, s
^ = a factor whack can be of the order of unity for detection of

sinusoids or larger for detection of random type signals.

Fc^r gross calculation purposes a geographic scanning discipline is
assumed in which the dwell tame on any particular point (emitter) on the
surface of the earth is nearly the same as for any other paint . .'his
condition is closely achieved in optical scanning techniques using a
rotating prism in whack a strip of surface of length y is completely
scanned in the time it takes the vehicle to advance one strip width,
The length y is assumed to be small compared with the prism {vehicle)
height and the element of the strip seen at any instant is rectangular
an cross section. With a radio frequency antenna the element is not
rectangular, nor are the boundaries of the element sharply defined, hence
not all points on the surface will be exposed. for the same dwell time,
and some points may be scanned more than ante. Furthermore, the antenna
will probably be required to scan left to right and then return right to
1ei't causing further loss in scanning efficiency,

lli spite of these complications the minimum time (Tt ) required to
scan an area A can be estimated by multiplya.ng the dwell time T by the area
A and dividing by the area subtended by the cross section on the earth's
surface (7T^^^^

4ATTt 
= ^TQ2

^- See discussion on dwell time in section 3.3.1 d .

(6 )

(7)

33
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Substituting (5) and (6 } in (7) ^ with ^ = l (for detection oi' sine ,rave
type signals}, ane obtains (8) w'^ich giyes the total time i.o scan a geo-
graphical area A over i^requency mange P;

^	 k? ^'eB PA
Tt r 

^2B2 ^^m^ ^ sec
	 {^)

To relate this result to the motion of the vehicle, one can express
the area scanned in one second in terms of the linear velocity oY the
spacecraft (v) by the follotring relation:

A = yv (9)
where y = t'.^e length of the surface path scanned measured in the direction
normal to the flight path. Then, taking the total scan time T t = 1 secnnd,

(8) becomes
^2B2 {E ^P )min

^^^TV k'I'eB	 ^ gn	 Hz { 10 }

This relation can be s ignplii'ied by rewriting (5) :

^ t {^^p
_	 -m9.n

^ ^. ^T ^ kTeB	 (ll }

and for {10}	 Py	 ^ ^
2B2	 {12}

Note that bath of these relations are not explicitly dependent upon the
altitude, but to have the same vs.lue a#' 2 at different altitudes would
require antennas frith di_t'ferent gains . Equation (11 } i.s platted on Pig.
15 with t requency as a paramete r . Zt shows the (maximum) value of .^ t or
a specified (ETRP)m^ to kTeB ratio. Equation {12} is plotted on ^'ig. 16
far a velocity of ^F.75 mi^sec with frequency range scanned as a parameter.

As an example, assume measurements are being made in a frequency
band near 1 GHz {7^ = 0.3m} frith a spectru gn analyzer with a bandwidth B of
10 kHz, and with a desired detectable {EIl^P) m^ ai 10G µ^ Zf the receiver
has a sensitivity {kTeB} of l0- l^W, from Fig. 15, .^ ^` 10	 ^ guiles, and
fora £requency scan width P of 1 GHz, the geographic scan width is
(from Fig. l6);

y = 105m

or about 60 miles.

For wider bandwid^;hs or higher levels of {EIRP}mom, wider geographic
and frequency scan widths are possible.

Equations {ll)and(12) apply strictly only for sma11 percentage
frequency scat?, widths and for antenna scanning angles t'or which the slant
range is not ggna.ch different from the vehicle height. Where these conditions
are nat met, Eqs. {11) aged (12} must be considered approximations which can
be used for general system design purposES. With appropriate numerical

3^
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corrections they can be used far large scan widths. Further, '.t should
be noted that ibr signals other than CW, such as for radar type signals,
a longer dwell. l..iarrx: may be inquired i'ar detecti.an or i'ar si^;nai ar'ialyu i.;
("^, Eq. G, ^;real,cr than unity) ar^d the et'f^ctivc vtzl.uc al' ^`y wou1+! bC:
rr_duced . °f?he t^a^iar cra.;e iu +l Iscussorl on pa^?c ^3.

T1'1 addition to the above, a practical question is the: :;,izc rr1.' rin
antenna necessary to achieve a given value of geometric t •esol.utian. Tl^is
is shown on Fig. 17. It is of course a function at' the height of the
antenna aver the surface which it is viewing, as shown.

Slant Range Viewing

All. the relationships derived above are based upon the concept of
an antenna looking at the nadir paint directly under the carrier (satellite
or airerai't). The scanning disciplines discussed in section ;^.2 include al-
ternat^.^re procedures 3.n which the antenna points at some angle with the
vertical, for example an angle in which the horizon would be included in
the antenna aperture. Xxr this position, the distance from the antenna to
various points on the surface of the earth within its aperture vary over
quite a large range and she geometrical resolution is not a well defined
quantity. The minimum value of ETRP which can be detected will. vary from
point to point. The formulas can be used, however, to approximate the
characteristics of 'the cor^figu^•ation by assuming some nominal value of	 _
d^.^tance such as that which obtains is^ the direction of the center of the
antenna focus. ^'ar example, i'or an arrtznna pointed close to the direction
oC the horizon, one might have an effective vaJ_ue oi' distance r = ].000 miles
rather than, say, the nominal 250 mile distance for vertical pointing to nadir.
Clearly, far the same geometrical resolution, a larger • antenna wou^id have
to be used, but note that the EI.RP minimum would be the same #'ar the
same value of geometrical resolution. Likewise, the efi`ective value of
transverse scan, y, would be increased somewhat. For rough appraxima-
tions, however, the relationships previously derived can all be applied
in this ease.

3.2 Discussion of Scanning Disc3.plines 	 `
-̂i
=i

Earlier proposals for electromagnetic environment measurements
have recommended Y.,oth broad beam antennas for wide caveraga or narrow	 ^:^
beam antennas siith wide sweeping angles. A shortcoming of abroad beam 	 ^;
antenna is thF^t it sees ground. sources t'rom a variety oi i=' angles making
it difficult i;o isolate and to geographically pinpoint specific sources, 	 f
and its sensitivity is less than that of a narrow beam antenna. On the 	 ^
other hand, it looks at a given axes for a longer period of time than cues 	 ^
the narrow beam antenna (unless the latter is used in a tracking mode on	 ^	 `^
specific sources) and thus is more likely to intercept a source which i;^ not
em ^tting continuously, or one which has a rotating dircetionai ^bcarn. 	 _

The interception probability is a compl ic^^Lrrr3 #'unctiUel c+f' f, hr:
exact geometrical relationship between the location o!' the tra:rr:;rrr i i:i;c r • :;	 _

^	 with respect to the f'].ight path, the transmitter rar3 i:.tf.r.rl pr,wur ari+f
i	 antenna pattern, the receiver sensitivity and its antenna pati;crn, :^ri+i

the scanning discipline in both frequency and Geometry. I+or c^r• t;i ira

^RTGTNI^L. PA
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conditions useful approximations can be given; ibr flxamp^.e, if' ttiro
antennas are located at two paints in a plane, the probability that
their 'beams, it' positioned at random, will intersect is:

ele2
^ c,2

where 91 and $p are the angular widths {in radians) ^^^ the two respective
beams. However, note that if one of the beams rotates with a period equal
or less than the dwell time of the other antenna in any speeif'ie direction,
the probability of intersection can be close to unity.	 ,

1n examining the ground for distributed (nonintentional) emissions,
the wide 'beam method produces an average af' the region examined, possibly
washing out the ef'f'ects of hot spots such as thoF^ found in urban areas. A
satellite at an altitude of 250 miles hay iri sight a spherical cap with
a radius of about l^•00 miles. Such an area may include both rural and
urban areas, as well as the sea. 1'he effective average brightness
temperature of the entire cap is not expected to be much higher than the
nominal •temperature o#'300 K while the hot urbaal areas have been seen
to be at temperatures around 30,OOG K at VHF'.

Using directive antennas pointing toward the horizon has a
potential advantage over the vertical pointing arrangement; Since
most antennas on the suri'ace of the earth an the i`requency range of
interest are directive and usually aimed along the surface of the earth,
a receiving antenna pointing towards the horizon would be more liks'.y to
intercept the main beam of such antennas. Hut since the distance from the
satellite to the horizon is much greater than the diste.nc^ from the satellite
to the nadir, the minimum value of EIRF is also larger with this arrangement.
On the ether hand, it appears that the satellite receiver will have adequate
sensa.tl.v.ity to detect most emitters vi' cc^.sequence. For detecting rarizonT
tnJ.ly directed emis5icros with an antenna 1oo3tin^; vertically, it ^•^ou3-d be
necessary f'or the sa^Lel.l.itc to detect aside lobe of the Nource antenna.

It is clear that the scanning discipline used must depend in
large measure on just what one wants to determine. For example, ii' ane
is concerned with interference to a specific satellite, one should use

''	 an antenna similar to that on the satellite and scan in frequency and geo-
graphical, regions which are capable of producing interference. ]'zs ether
cases, more general frequency and geographic scans are required.

Without examining specific applications iri detail, one can make
the following statements ;

{a) ^ntentianal ox isolated and strong unintentional sources
should be measured in such a way that the number seen at ons time is small,
preferably just one. Frequency assignment policy, having as its purpose

OR.^G.Il1r•^ ^
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;;	 the spatial isolation of sources aperatint; cat, Lhc „nrrx^ c)t• rtci,jnc^c^ni.
f:'	 frequencies, makes it ur_:^ecessary to clercand high ground rc:s^,lul:.i.^m i'c^c•

^^	 intentional radiators.

(b) Multiple incidental sources may U^^ tuen:;urcci ovci • nos ri^•^•;z
Large enough so that many contribute {to give a nearly gau:;:^ir^n rec^:iver
input), but not large compared to the area of:' the cities nver which tiro
tests are being made . The latter requirement will make it passible to
see the fine structure in variations o#' noise brightness temperature. 	 '

(c} Sweeping methods preferably should be such that sources are
examined over a limited range of angles relative to the vertical. This 	 _
will result in a nearly constant footprint size, nearly constant tree
space loss to all sources being observed, and a restricted aspect from
which the transmitter antenna pattern is 'being viewed.

(d) Scanning techniques should account for the of#'ects v#'
directional and rotational properties of bath source and receiving
antennas in reducir_g the probability of detecting individual sources.

3 . 3 Proposed Scanning Ar.r!?ngements

{a) l+'or measurement of incidental emission a ground footprint of be-
t^reeri ^ and 15 miles wide will provide the fine structure of brightness
temperature . This would require l -3° of beamwidth ^•rhen vietring vertically.
Though intentional radiators do not require such a resolution for elec-
trical separation, it is reasonable to expect' the game antenna to be used
for both incidental and intentional radiators. The high resolution will
make it possible to locate reasonably accurately sources on the ground.

:::: (b }	 Below 1 GAz, wig re a large antenna wil 1 be required to get
narrow beamwidth, tests are to be made ^+rith the antenna aimed and fixed

{'-	 in angle .	 Most of the incidental contributors will be found below 1 GHz
and they ^^rould generally be measured looking vertically to earth. 	 3x^.

^:	
order to study emission patterns from se]_ected sources, particularly the

,

:
noncoherent sources, it may be passible to build in a tracking capability,

^
,.^

automatic or manual, which will allow the antenna to alter its painting ^
^	 an le	 kee rn	 a source re ^,on in constant view as the satelliteg	 ,	 P^ g	 g^	 passes `^

aver the source. 	 It is conceivable that this could be done manually by
'the astronaut.	 The time spent above the horizon plane is about

-^

10.5 minutes and the astronaut would have to follow the source i.rr this
_

4:'	 time interval.	 The tracking rate, when he is :Looking at the horizon,
would be fairly slaw and would quicken as the spacecraft moves aver the _	 ?"^

4

source.	 The angular tracking rate when passing immediately over a :>{,urce is
about l degree per second, maximum, f'or a height of 250 miles. ;,

{ c }	 ^'or measurements in the microwave range (i . e . , above i GHz)
;^	 tests fallowing th- discipline describ^ ;d in {a) above are also recommended. `F

Consideration is being given to the advisability a{' using a small angle `;;!
j	 lateral scan using either mechanical. nodding ar electronically switched `^g

f ¢ ^
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multiple t'eeds to increase the swath width. Scanning the beam lea
to each side will result in a swath oi' ± 6Q miles on the ground
trithout incurring excessive variation in i'ootprint size ar distance to
the sources.

(d) To detect hoxi.zontally directed emission i.n the microwave
range it is proposed that tests be run with the antenx3a looking to the
horizon. The antenna could scan i'rom side to s3.de, but this would
restrict its ability to detect sources directed away i'rom it. Fox this
reason it is proposed that it rotate in a complete circle so that a
complete annultus in the horizon z^egion is scanned. The circular
rotation will insure that emissions a.n any direction will, sooner ar
later, be measured. The circular motion i.s simple enough and the
speeds required will be shown to be slow enough to make mechanical.
sweep adequate. To insure detection of sources with a directional
pattern having ^, substantial vertical component, the elevation angle
o^ the antex^.na should be adjustable .
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3.3.1 Devel.o meet o!' Circular 1lorizon At^t^ertt^a .;c;^^i h1UCle

The proposed circular scanning discipline ^s nc^w discussed in

some detail. Far discussion purposes consider use of a parabolic dish
of about 10 foot diameter which wi1^, have a bea^nridth of about 3.2°
at 2 GHz. At frequencies above 2 GFi7 the beamwi,^.ths suggested ea^•lier
can be a^hieved without di#'ficulty. If this bea^Jidth is to be main-
tained at 1 GHz, a 20 foot antenna would be ne^decl.. It is to be noted
that the satellite as an antenna platform is apt to have an angular
fluctuation of about 1^2° This suggests that a very narrow beamwidth
is not ^ order.

a) Configuration

The configuration is shown in l^ig. 18. 'i'he spacecraft antenna
is assumed to be looking at an annular seg-tnent off' depth, x, at the horizon,
as spawn. The tangent distance, t, to 'the ..^^rizon is found i'rom

so that

2r l^^t=h	 1^- h

where	 h = height of spacecraft (= 250 miles}

r - radius of earth (= X004 miles}

Far the approximate figures given for r and. h, t is 1+36 miles. The
angle 6 is given by

1^2

6 - sin-1	 rah	 = sin_1
	

r^-h	 ^# hr	
(^ ^1

Spaee Shuttle System Payload Accommodations: Level II Program,
Nefinitian$ and Requirements, JSC 07700, Vol. X1V, Revision C,
p. 3^5.. Pa_r . 8,2.3.2, July 1y7^., NASA, Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Centex, Houston, Texas. This is -the ^ 3 standard deviatzan ^.^alue.
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`^	 For the numerical values assumed here

e ^ 19,75°

From Fig. 18

& +y+61 = 7T and a+y+A l +62 =^

Hence	 x = ° ^2 = r ^& ^ 772 w cx ]	 (15 }	 '

^`'	 Now using the law of sines 	 ,^

sinb = r̂ h siny	 ,^
^s	 r

and	 6 .- 2 = cos ^l(s in $ } =cos •.l Cr^h cos (B + a }^	 (17 )

For the value o^ h already assumed, any given value of ^
determines S -• ^^2 in (17) which ^.n turn determines x in (16}, as
shown in Fable 8.

Table $

]]epth of 'iT^.ew at Horizon and Maximum Elevation off' Ground
Antenna vs Satellite Antenna Bear width, ^, h = 250 Miles 	 -^ -----_--

^°	 b r 90°	 x(mi}

o. 5	 ^-. 55	 28^

1	 5.50	 384-

2	 9.30	 510

^.	 13.^^	 561

Now ^..i' instead of requiring the upper limit o#' the beam of the
satellite antenna to point to the horizon, abeam of fixed width is inclined
t'rom the nadir by an angle y' (to the inner edge oi' beam }, it can be shoVm
ti-^a^E- tho a^r+n ri-[^f^.ranna CY1}1'{'.F^Y1l^Pf^ nn -}^ha car3-h t c ^^^r^f"ara ^^r^ ^ vrariA^ faS



b) Geographical Scanning

The area viewed on the ground is suggested by the shaded. area shown
on I'ig. 1} Tt shows the circular annulus being traced out over a
flat surface with the satellite moving in one direction with cos,stant
speed. The band viewed by a t o beamwidth antenna has an annular width
of 3$^+ miles. For continuous ground coverage the rate of rotation can
be #'fixed so that the distance advanced in one rotation of the ante,^na
( = distance from R to B on F?g. 19} will be no more than this distance.
The distance A to B is

d^ ^ S miles	 (18)

where v = spacecraft velocity in mikes per second

B = antenna rotation rate in rps

Tf d^ equals x, then successive bands in the spiral are contiguous.
Sources ayung the arc ,, x, assuming they transmit with main lobe axis
tangent to the earth, ; +rill be seen by tkae spacecraft at various angles
of the transmitter main lobe. The angle (^ - n; 2} measures the maximum
value of the off-axis angle. Tf this angle is allo^•red to be large, some
high gain antennas would, oat• be visible to the spacecraft passing under
the spacecraft beam.

From Table 8, it can be seen that antennas with a l00 (0 ± 5°) beam:..
width(S-9p°,5°) an the ground might not be seen for an cz of to unless
successive traces of the annulus overlap. Microwave relay systems work
with antenna beam^ •ridths of 1 to 3 degrees. To see every transmitter
in this cPtegory would require d^3 to be no _core than 35 miles
eorrespondingtb b= 90..5°• Tf d^ = 3^Q miles, the minimum value of b - n/2 =
5 and

S = ^ . ^ 5 .`. Q.. 014 rps ( = 0.84 rpm )3̂ - -

Using these parameters does not preclude the possibility of
detecting narrot^ beam emissions. Tt may be that the combination of off
axis emission levels and satellite receiver sensitivity will bE adec!uate
for detection.

Tf the earth were flat and the beam were square, the spacecraft
r^.nteiuxa would see a quasi-rectangular area as indicated by the heaY^i!,y
shaded region of Fxg.lg ( The actual region vietred i;^ developed in Ref.
6 f^.,r a circular beam cross section over a spherical earth_) Tts
dimensions are

dl = t ^ ( = 25. 07 miles ii' t = 1436 mi^.es and cr = 1° } ( ^ {^ )

d2 = (t-x} a ( = 19.8 miles it' t = 136 miles, x = 30^	 ( 2D }
miles, and ^ = 1°)

,^	
=:.^

^+5
..-r
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The tangential velocity of the beam at its outer extremity (omittl.n^;
satellite motion) is

vt = ^fit5 (cos g )

{= 11.8 ^mi^s	 i'or t = 135 mii_c:s ana 5 _ 0.01 !^ rps } 	 (^'L )

A point in the heavily shaded regimen In F'ig. l^^ is ire view i.'or

T -- ^,-^^ s{ = 0. ^ 1 se coeds f or ^ = 1°, S = 0.01 ^- rps) 	 (2^ )

This is the dwell time over a source in this region and it has been
expressed in terms of the spacecraft beamwidth, cr, the depth off' the
annular region viewed, x {= d^}, and the spacecraft velocity, v.

As mentioned in paragraph 3.2, there is no guarantee that the
transmitter antenna will be oriented toward the satellite antenna when
the latter has it in view. However, sources will generally be viewed
a number oi' times from various angles increasing the probability of
encountering the main beam. From Fig. l9 it can be noted that source
at the extreme lei't and right of the satellite track may be seen several
times on a single orbit. Sources on the satellite ground track are
seen twice on a single orbit. On the succeeding orbit, which is
separated from it by about 1500 miles, as measured on the equator,
.sources encountered on the previous orbit may be seen at dii'1'erent
rrnglcs. ^'or L'ixed transmitter antennas, the main beam will sooner or
later be encountered if the orbital tracks are not spatially periodic.
Further work to provide quantitative relationships is planned.

c} Refraction and Doppler Effects

The foregoing assumes that rays travel in straight lines without
retraction. When observing sources at tl^ horizon, the ray is expected
to undergo, in part, the retractive effect which is accounted for in
microwave line -of-sight transmission by increasing the earth ' s radius
by a factor of 4^3. Because the ray from source to receiver passes
through not only the atmosphere, but also a considerable region beyond,
the refraction is likely to be less than in ground point-to-point
transmission. Since this efi'ect depends on the rate of change of index
of refraction with altitude, which in turn depends on geograpL•r.^ loca-
tion and climate, there is some uncertainty in locating the radio horizon.
Tr is matter will ;.^e given further attention to detertrrixae what; the refrac-
tive effect will be and whether ar not it will be necessary *n u:e special.
means to overcome its variability.

Because of doppler effect, the center frequency shift when ab-
serving asource on the satellite track will be^positive and equal to

f(1 - v}c ) when approaching the source and negative by an equal. amorzrrt

when .leaving it (t =source frequency, v = S^C velocity, c =speed oi'
light). At 3 GHz this amounts to + 76 kHz.

^7
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d) f'rec^uen^ Scanning

'1`he basic relfition :L:imiting the r+^'Le of L'rc<<^u^•n^:,y u^^,^n i;^ f;i.vc,n
by equation (f^} . 	 Although sane wove souref'-:: r • crc^aa i r • s^ rt v.i Eue. t^^' ^l ifs

that equation of about unity, some oi' the sources being m^. •asur • c^d mey
resemble gaussian random noise when passed ^,hroug}i tti^: .:at^, l l a i,e receiver•
bandwidth. l^or instance, a microzrave relay #'or 600 voice channels
using FAM-k^M wi11 occupy a band of about l5 M3iz. A filter looking at
a 1 MHz portion can be expected to see a gaussian process by the central
limit theorem. Based on the tYseory of estimation of gaussian noise
parameters ( see e.g., Ref.^l, p. 65}, '^ in equation (6) should have
a value of about 70 to assure that the measurement error is less than
10^ of the measured quantity.

Thus for a 1 MHz receiver bandwidth the #'requency range scanned
in an interval e.s found in (22) i.s

2

Fur•thpr consideration may show that the high va3_ue of 1} of 70
is not required, permitting up to 10 GHz to be scanned using this
discipline.

Many of the signal sources wi11 be pulsed radar with a loar duty
cycle. 0:^' course, scanning radars may not be pointing in the direction
of the spacecraft antenna when the latter is aimed at the radar. The
spatial dvrell time of 0,21 seca^.ds would have to be increased to guarantee
interception of a slowly rotating radar beam. In addition, if the two
antennas, radar and satellites are looking at one another and the satellite
receiver is sweeping in frequency, it must pass the radar frequency
at the time the radar pulse is emitted in order to be detected. For the
sweep rate of 2.86 GHz in 0.21 seccta3s, discussed above, the time any given
frequency is in the 1 ivfIiz passband of the receiver is

0.21 x -^ = 70 ^:=.
3000

For a pulse repetition rate of 1000 pps, ^'•,^ probability of
detecta,on on a s^.ngle pass is only about 7^ vritr^ corresponding results
for other repetit^.on rates.

To improve the probability of detection, parallel scanning
receivers could be used, the bandwidth could be widened ar the antenna
aperture made larger, permittan^ longer dwel}. times.

For example, with the to antenna, a bancbFidth of ^ MHz, and
5 parallel channels, 1 GHz could lac scanned and sta.11 one would be
certain to xece^.ve at least one pulse from a radar with a pulse rate
as low as 200 pps ;0.2 seconds, dwe11 time). A scheme far doing this is
described i.n Appendi.x T.

^4RT^^TAL PACE
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3.3.2 Measurements Normal to the Faith

7n this mode the antenna, looks down to earth at the nadir. Po7 • li
250 mi ench degree of antenna beam ►aidth trii 1 iiiE;c^r°epi. ^F.:i[^ ri^iteu ^^I' eai•i},':;
sur#'ace so that for beamwidths ranging from l.G" to 3.2° {whiCil is Lhc
range of beax[^ridths op a 10 foot dish operating In the range csx ^-^ Ulil },
the distance: covered on the ground will range from 7 to 11+ miles across.
The rate of travel of the spacecraft is about k^.75 miles^s, so that

^.	 a given point an the ground is cov ^ ^d #'or l . ^-7--2. y^ seconds . The d^rc 11
time here is therefore greater thaw 	 is f'or the circular horizon sweep
and it will be possible to do the frequercy scanning just as it was
proposed f'or the circular sweep. There is sufficient time, in fact, to

r	 do a lateral sweep o#' several beamwidths.

For a spatial dwell time of 0.21 seca^ discussed in connection
with the circular sweep, 7 lateral aperture widths can be covered in
the 1.17 seconds (corresponding ^0 1.6° beamiaidth) resulting in a fatal
width close to 50 miles. At 3.2 beadwidth, 200 miles could be covered.
For this sma11 scanning range mechanical scan should be feasib.l_e.

3.3.3 Sensitivity

Using the parameter values proposed in paragraphs 3.3.1 and
x,.3.2, the sensitivity of each of the proposed techniques can be obta^.ned
i'rom Fig. 15 . Ise the case of horizon scan the parameter ,^ is abau^L
25 mile{1+0 km) i'or a 1° aperture. For a receiver sensitivity {kTeB)
o#' 1(, -1 efts this would provide an ^"^'min of about J.0-2 watts at
3 Gliz. For the same antenna in vertical scan, the value of ^ is 1+.36 ir^l
{7 lun} with an FSRPm^ of 5 x 10 -^' watts at. 3 GHz. Lower receiver band-
widths (here assumed, to be 1 MEiz } would decrease those levels oi' F^i'min

To put these results in more specil:ic perspecta.ve, estimates
o#' received signal-to-noise ratios are made assuming some typical ground
based sources. 1'he calculations assume that the * gain lobes of the ground
and space borne antennas are lined up. Of course, ii' the space-borne
antenna were to look at side a.r_ back ^.obes y the received signal-to-noise
ratio would be smaller. Typical antennas will have main lobe to side
late ratios ai' 20 to 1+0 dB.

(a} Microwave Relay Source

Assume a microwave relay transmitter on the ground operating;
at 2000 MIiz, generating 15 watts over a band o#' 15 MHz. The antenna is
a 10 ft dish and is observed from a spacecraft at 250 mile altitude

M

looking at the horizon. The distance between the two is about 1400 miles.
The satellite receiver is assumed to have a bandwidth of 500 kHz, a noise
figure of i0 dB, as^c1 a 1Q #`t diameter antenna . Thus

Power transmitted = 1̂ 2 dBm
Estim^itecl loss in transmitter feeder;
Receiv.^r antenna gain = 31f dB

^R^GIl^TA]G ^AG^ ^
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'1'ransm i !. i,cr arii:cnnti ^,ain = 3 !+ d}.3
l+ree spaco 'loss = ].C^^ dB
ficeeivcd power = ^^ •N 3^. + 3^. .. 5 - liif,	 -(, I clli^tr
Noise power availrxble = 1tTBF - -1(tF + I ^) ^ ► 5$ -- - l t)^, cilim

Received power in 600 kHz band = —61 +	 60sJ it3 T —7^ d]3m
SNR _ —75 — (.-106 } — 31 d$	

15 , {,!'„
a

Thus, the microwave relay main beam wi11 be readily visible at the space-
cra.ft but the relay may not be seers ii' an aspect we]1 off axis obtains .

(b) Radar Source

Assume ass S-band radar at 3 GHz, generating one microsecond
pulses with a peak power of 0.5 MW. The antenna is a 15 ft dish. The
spacecraft system is as given in {a) shove except that the bandwidth is
5 MEIz. The parameters here too are typical; the receiver bandwidth has
the value chosen in Section 3 for the 1.F bandwidth used for observing
radar emissions. Thus;

Weak power transmitted = $7 dFm
Estimated transmitter feeder Joss = 5 dB
Transmitter antenna gain = ^0 dR
Receiver antenna gain = 37 ^
Free space loss = 170 dB
Receiver peak power = $7 + ^-0 + 37 - 5 - 170 = - ll dBm
Noise power = kTBF = -l7^ + 67 + 10 = —97 dBm
SNR (= peak signal power noise power) _ -11 - ( -97} = 86 dB

Suppose that the satellite receiver were to look simultaneously
at a microwave relay transmitter generating 10 watts in a 15 MHz band. The
source antenna is 10 feet. To the observation being made of the received
radar -signal, this source would look like an additional gaussian random
noise and we will treat it as such. The unwanted received signal power
is obtained as follows:

Transmitter power = ^.{) dBm
Estimated feeder loss = 5 dB
Transmitter antenna gain = 37 dB	 -
Receiver antenna gain = 37 ^
Free space loss = 170 dB
Total received power = ^0 + 37 + 37 - 5 - 170 = -61 dBm
Unwanted received power iri 5 MHz band = 6l + (3.^3)dB = —66 d8m
SNR(= peak signal power unwanted power) _ -11 - { -66} ^ 55 dB

Even with a microwave source simultaneously present, the radar
s ignal received wall be high. Thus, for measuring radar the output off.'
the receiver circuits should be clipped to eliminate the baseline noise
associated with internal noise and with unwanted continuous emissions
arriving from the ground.

54
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The emissions #'rom radsrs off the center frequencies are
substantial. As we have seen, the spurious emissions may be as high
as 100 watts. Assuming this to be a peak power, one would therefore
sec 20 -$7 = -67 dB relative to the center i'requency peak polrer.
Assuming no substantial change ira antenna gains and space loss at the
spurious frequency as compared to the center i'requency, the received SNR
suffers by 76 dB to g^.ve an SNR of about y dB. This is not very high,
but one would expect to be able to see it above the internal noise.

3.^ Antenna Systems

Txz the frequency interval kE00-1000 MHz the antenna size required
to achieve a 3o bearmridth is approximately 15 meters on a side. When
looking vertically it would see about 13.2 miles at the low end o#' the
band. Par observations a#' noncoherent urban noise it would be more
desirable to see a smaller region, #'ram 3 to 6 miles, in which case the
antenna would have to be at least twice as large. High resolution will
clearly be di#'ficult to achieve since such, large structures are costly
and involve problems a#' assembly in space. The mill^.meter wave e xperament
may also require: the use of a large antenna and consideration should be
given to shared use.

Tn view o#' the problem a#` size and cost oi' making measurements
at the low end of the LH3F band, a study has been initiated on means for
achieving the required antenna properties as efficiently as is possible
through the use o#' arrays.

The conventional approach is to arrange elements over an area
with linear dimension as given above with regular spacing,at most equal
to one-half wavelength. For the frequency range given, ticis means an
array with 20 elements on a side or a total of at least x+00 elements.
An array so constructed is called a f filled array. The element spacing
o#' one-half' wavelength nr less is required if the array is not to have
multiple beams of equal gain known as grating lobes.

The number of elements calculatea ^.bove may be impractical and
alternatives are being sought. One possibility is to ranc'^omize the
element locations. ^y destroying the periodicity of element placement
the multiple lobes can be made to disappear but the of#'ect is actually
one of smearing out all but the main lobe; the peak side lobe ^.evel is
decreased but the average remains essentially unchanged.

c	 Tn addition, if the beam steering feature is also desired, the
overall system should include equal numbers o#' programmable ,phase-
shifters and associated controlling circuits. Tt is there#'ore logical
to look for other means of implementing this task.

A dramatic reduction in the number of elements t'or a given
performance occurs when the radiation source is spatially incoherent.

ORIGINAL PAGYr^+# ^	
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Use can than be made of the radio version o#' the Van Citteri;-Lernikc 	 -_
theorem in optics, which states that the mutual coherence !'unction at'
the i'l.e1d #'rom ^i spatially incoherent source is the Four for trans!'c>rm
oi' the intensity dl.stribution of the uo"rCe. In additl.on, the spul.ia!
coherence i'unction #'or such sources is stationary in sp^^cc^^.

Antenna elements axe so located as to make l;hL set u!'

vector spacings between al]. possible pairs o:L' e ^ ements identical.
to the set of vectors o#' unif ^rmly distributed points or. a
planar sur#'ace .	 With no repetitions i.n vector spacings,
N elements of the actual array can represent N{N-1) points on phis sur-
face. To realize atwo-dimensional equivalent array, the elements should

	
a

be located on a T or Y base, with most elements clustered around the
junction. Only a fear elements have to be located at the farthest points .
This fact permits realization of equivalent array sizes far in excess
o#' the actual extent o#' the spacecraft by placing a few elements an arms
stretched out of the spacecraft.

Processing involves multiplication and integration of the outputs
of every pair of elements in the array. Signal bandwidths are limited to
about 1 MHz. Tntegration should be performed for about 0.1 seconds, after
which the procedure is repeated for the next #'requency slot . The output
o#' each integrator. represents the zeal. part o#' the mutual enherence
#'unction for the vector spacing concerned. The imal.,inary part may Fie
obtained by shifting the phase o#' one antenna output and porJ.'orming the
^1'nregoinE^ steps . The outputs of the integrator matrS.x may be digit :.zed
itiid transmitted to a ctorage^proceu:,ing unit on the space shuttle nr un
the (;round. There is an advantage to sending the raw data to grr^und
br^enut;e, In this form, it has vixtual.l.y no redundancy. The lnLcns ity
and rangular distribution of sources within each band of i'requenciec, is
obtained by inverse Fourier transforming the mutual coherence coe!'!'icients
in the space domain.

Tn practice, one may use lF` conversion of antenna pickups which
facilitates the phase insertion and multiplication process . Tf unequal
lengths of connecting cables are used between the multipliers and antenna
elements, allowance should be made for signal phase-shirts in them.

An interesting feature o#' th3s system is its capability a#'
successive elimination of strong sources when trying to map more feeble 	 ^,

radiations. The technique is analogous to adaptive nulling in adaptive
arrays.

The frequency intervals beyond 1 GHz axe adequat^^- r covered
using relatively small parabolic dishes. Table 9 shows the gain and
beamwidth range for parabolic dishes we may expect to use in the frequency
intervals o#' ixiterest here. (;3ee also Fig. 17 .) At 1 GHz a beamwidth
of 3o actually requires a 20 foot diameter parabolic dish. T#' indeed
such a size is to be used, an unfurlable structure would be required.

f^R^GINAZ; PAQ^" ^' '
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Table 9

Suggested. ^tex^ .a Characteristics

{	 Frequency Parabolic Beamwidth Gain
Range, GHz Antenna Range Rang

Diameter (F-t.) ( dB j^

^. -2 l0 3.2° - 6 . ^4° 27.5 - 33.5

2W^ 10 1 .6° - 3.2° 33.5 - 39.5

^-•-8 to o .8° - 1.6° 39.5 - X5.5

^•-8 5 1.6° - 3.2° 33.5 - 39.5

8-16 to o.^-° - 0.8° X5.5 - 51.5

8-16 5 0.8° - l.6° 39.5 - X5.5

lei-^-o 2. 5 0.65° - 1. 6° 39.5 - X7.5

x
dB above an isotropic xadiator with 0.5^ e^'i'iciency

Current thinking is that the antenna diameter should be limited to 10 	 '^	 '^j
i'eet even an the l to 2 G^iz interval. The sacrifice in resolution
d°es not appear to be critical. At the low end oi• this band ; one sees	 `^	 ''
the long range radar systems which axe widely dispersed geographically.
Furtherm°re, antenna gain is hardly art important considerat^ .on i'or	 ^	 ^
these systems . At the upper end of this band the beamwidth will be 	 ^^	 ^.^
close to 3°, giving the desixed resolution to the lower powered.
inhabitants of this region.	 ;^	 `^

f^
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The X00-1040 MHz ar^.tenna system, if it is indeed to be a processed
array, will be fixed iri pcsition and beam positioning would be done as
part of the processing operation. For the frequencies above 1 GHz where
the parabolic dish is proposed, scanning and positioning may be done
electronically using molt =plc feeds, or it may be done with fixed feeds
positioning the entii^ an^enna. Since one mode of proposed op°ration
int:alves 360° rotation of the beam, it appears reasonable to rer_omrnend a
mechanical positioning system in which the entire antenna is moved. As
envisioned now most of tre data would be collected with t^+^ antenna
(m) stationary and nadi::^ looking, and (b } with the antenna loakin^; to the
horizon and rotating. In order to cover more territory in the nadir
pos^^tion, it is desirablE^ to incorporate a scaruzing capability perpendicular
to the direction o#' motiui^, as discussed in section 3.3.,?.

Zt^ addition, it would ^,e use#'ul to incorporate a manual pointing
#'acility which will enable the astronaut to #'ocus on a source and follow
it as the satellite passes by. Tn this way, partial radiation patterns
of sources would be measu^'ed, providing a basis for extrapolating measure-
ments in space to levels observed in aircraft, and perhaps on the ground
as well.

1?olarizatian of the sources being measured has been mentioned in
earlier exper#mental proposals as i.:^formation worth obtaining. The justi-
fication has not yet been explored but it is reasonable at this stage to
ask that the antenna be designed to respond to orthogonal. linear"ly
polarized waves and. to incorporate combiners which will mskc the ani:enna
circularly polarized in either sense.

3 . 5 Hardware Snrp.lementation

The problems of hardware implementation considered so far are
limited to questions o#' feasibility. Basically, no significant difficulty
is anticipated in the development of a suitable sweeping receiver. A
receiver developed by the National Scientific Laboratory [2cj] is designed
to cover the frequency range 0.^ to 12.E GHz.	 Its sweeping mode di#'fers
from the one recommended here but this does not constitute a #'undamental
difficulty. The dynamic {amplitude } range achieved is stated to be b5 dB
minimum. The amplitude range requirement has not yet been fully considered
but indications are that the range o#' amplitudes wi11 be about $5 dB
suggesting that the present capability may need to be extended. The
receiver uses a YIG tuned preselectar #'filter over part of its range and
achieves ^ dB noise figure in the range 0.1^ to 1 GHz and 10 dB in the
range 1 to 12 . ^- GHz . This would be adequate though any impxn vement here

y
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w^^iil_d i^r ti.ei^al•	 Faith G ci13 noise C^^;ure 't;hc^ r.4'I'cct,:i.vc inl^lit, i:c^rnl^kar•;^t:urc

is cbout 1p00 K. When measuring urban incit3ent;al not ;c • , hr•iF*irf:nr,;;

temperatures of several thousand Kelvins are typicr^.3.1.y observed.

'.)~hough no thorough search has been made of a!'t- the--shelf

hardware, spectrum analyzer manufacturers can supply equipment tor•
the frequency range of interest, with dynamic range quoted as high as
100 dB and with noise figure at the low end of the frequency range a^ 5 dB.

s

The possible need for using parallel channels in a sweeping
receiver, as discussed in paragraph 3.3.1, may require special

,^	 consideration. For example, one might use a multiple output oscillator
and the various available ^a^utput frequencies could be selected one
at a time to give the required sweep. The feasibility of this
procedure has not yet been explored.

3. to ]late Handling

The prablemsto be dealt with in the category of :^.ata handling
include: (1) data processing on hoard the satellite atad on the ground,
(2) data storage requirements on the satellite and on the ground,
(3) rates for transmission directly to earth stations and through the
tracking and data relay satellite, and (^+) methods of user accessing
oi' the data. Should the antenna array be used as discussed in section
3.^, array processing would be required and this would, most likely be
better done on the ground.

Analysis of the precise requirements and development of techniques
is planned during the coming phase of the project. The results will
depend an whether ar not parallel surveys will be made in different
frequency bands ar in different scanning modes, which depends in turn
on how much payload can be devoted to the experiment. Other factors will
influence the data requirements such as: the formatting scheme used;
amplitude quantization required; frequency, time and location infor-
mation required, etc.

For the method described in section ;.3.1 tentative data rates which
will be useful at this stage for reference purposes can be established.

^^ For surveying continuous transmissions,i.he dwell time in each frequency
` slot is to range Pram 1^3 to ^ microseconds depending nn the fre-

e° 	 ^ quency band in use.	 Assuming 26 = 6^. amplitude steps for each measure-
ment (measurements may be 1 dB apart giving a range of 6^+ dS),	 the
highest rate needed is

`' bits	 _µ seconds
^	 ^^	

= 1^k0 k bits^s
I

sampl	 sample

^ For pulsed radar observations, the scheme devised makes 5 measua^ements
in five contiguous bands in 5 millisecs. 	 Assuming data are .found in
each band (it is likely that no more than two bands will contain ini'or-
m^tion but estimates are made on the basis of all five and that peak
amplitude, pulse repetition rate, and pulse width are each recorded in
6	 bits,	 the data requirement is 18 k bits sec,	 the radar measurement
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needs are rather small. Both estimates assume there ate data in every
frequency slot and every frequency slot will be given a corresponding
allocation of transmission tune. Tf data are sparse, it is advantageous to
transmit them with proper identi#'icatian as to time of occurrence, to-^
cation, and frequency, and to eliminate the slots containa.ng no useful
information. Whether or not this is done will depend on an analysis of
the expected amount of data and an assessment of the overhead costs
in attaching identifiers to the data as compared to the oast of re-
taining vacant slats. Tf the T âHS is used as a data relay to ground
the requirements of in#'ormatian storage would. be determined by the
queuing discipline for the relay satellite. Tf data is relayed to
gro 3 stations en-route, the storage requirements are determined by
the tame to travel between ground stations, time over the ground
station, data rate capability of the satellite-to-ground link, etc.
Tn this regard, an estimate of the data storage capabilities of
magnetic tape is in order. Tape storage systems available tic^day will
accommodate 1600 bytes inch ( 8 bits per byte) and can run at rates
of ^0 inches second. Systems of this kind can therefore accept 216
k bits second which is consistent with the earlier estimate of the rate
with which data are being generated. 20 inches sec. corresponds to
6000 feet per hour or about X000 felt per orbit. Two to three reels
of tape would typically be accumulated per orbit if, indeed., data
^e stored without pre-processing to eliminate redundancy. Tf the data
are to be discharged to ground stations, means will have to be provided
for rapid playback during the brief overflights ofi the ground stations.

•

6

r^

A problem which will have to be faced is concerned with the
correct location of an emitting source. Because the satellite antenna
is .^^^ able to totally' reject signals otf the main beam, one must expect
large amplitude sovxces to develop a signif leant output wherever they
are relative to the satellite antenna angle. Tr_ particular, a rotating
source in the annulus discussed above is more likely to have its main
lobe looking ialto the satellite antenna sidelobe: or back lobes than
into its main lobe. Readings obtained in such cases might be assumed
incorrectly to came from the direction o#' the s,s.tellite antenna main
lobe• A possible solution to this problem is to examine successive
frequency sweeps since the measurements i.n successive sweeps are made
with the main lobe of the satellite antenna in another, adjacent,
location. Tf the reading at a given i'requeney changes ari conformity
with the shape of the :Hain lobe gain the target is on the main lobe,
athert+rise it is likely not to be. 'Thus, signal processing, along with
better than usual main late to back and sidelobe ratios, may solve
the problem.
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^+.0 STJMMARY AND FUT^ E^',^'pRT

A pion has been outlined for systematically surveying the electro-
magnetic environment on earth from a satellite p^atform nn the space shuttle
`.C'he basic modes of spatial scanning are : { l ^ a scan looking nearly
vertically to the ground advancing along the satellite track r^.r ►d ^,cannir^
laterally to distances of up to ± 100 miles from the center of the track,
(2) a circular scan looking to the horizon staeeping a spiral annulus over

c	 the eax~th's surface, {3) a manual or automatic track scan for tracking
individual sources. The first mode will give information on levels
radiated directly upward into space and the second mode will give informa-
tian on emissions tangent, or nearly tangent to the earth's surface. The
third mode will provide informai^ion on the angular emission pattern of
sources so investigated.

Attention was given to three major kinds off' emission waveforms expected
as follows: {1) incidental emissions arriving from many noncoherent sources,
{2) intentional continuous wave broadband emissions, and (3) intentional
pulsed low duty cycle emissions.

A pxeliminax^y examination. of hardware feasibility and data rate require-
ments does not reveal any major area of difficulty except tar the low tre-
quency ( p .^--1.0 GHz) antenna. ^weepang receivers are currer^ ply available
foe° the range of frequencies of interest (0.^ -16 GHz) and estimated data
rates are such as could be accommodated directly on digital tape. To deal
with the problem of the low frequency antenna, a study has been initiated
aimed at establishing the feasibility of a sparse array which Will give
the necessary spatial resolution.

The continuing study wi11:

1) Investigate user requirements far data on frequency, amplitude,
polarization, modulation, etc. The principal users are NASA,
the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center, The federal
Communications Commission, and the Environmental Protection Agency.

^) More accurately determine the scanning system parameters accounting
far second order effects such as refraction.

3) Determine the degree of coverage achieved in a flight of specified	 '-'
''	 duration.

^) Determine the probability of missing given sources. 	
^r

,, °z

^) More accurately estimate fields in space.

6) Determine whether or not parallel measurements covering more than
one frequency band or scanning made axe feasible or desirable.

7) Determine additional hardware parameters such as dynamic range
and spurious response rejection.

$) Develop the data handling techniques including processing for re-
dundancy removal, storage, transmission, and information processing



q} Continue the low Yrsguency antenr!a analysis.

10} Estimate requirements for power, size and weight.

11} Plan, the various Tights.

For the last item, in^ormat^.on trill be needed from items (3),
(^.), and (6) on the degree ofi' coverage and probability of seeing sources
in a Might of specified duration and on the passibility o#' parallel
u^easuxements.
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A SCANNIIiTCr RPCEIVER FOT•t PE1li>T^^1] S()IJT^C]!S

]}etecting pulsed RT' sources such as radars demanci5 u^^ec:.al
consideration. If the two antennas, radar and spacecrai't, are ioolcing at
one another and the spacecraft receiver is sweeping in i'requency, it must
pass the radar fxequency when a pulse ^.s being emitted in order to detectit .

We can view the scanning process as taking place in steps, with
the receiver #'filter center frequency being stepped perj.Qdically by an amount
equal to the receiver g' a^mpli.fier bandwidth. When the pulse occurs it
encounters one of the receiver #'filters which may ar may not be centered on
or rear the pulse radio frequency. Assume, far instance, that we are
searching the 1-2 GHz band where many radars will be found. Tf we are to
search the Mire band in 0.2 sec, equation (23) shows that we wall need
a bandwidth of at least 591 kHz. Using this bandwidth, each bandwidth
i.ncreanent would be observed for about 118 microseconds. If the pulse
repetition rate is 1000 pps, pulses occur at intervals ot` 1 millisecond
and the probability of a pulse falling exactly into the filter correspon-
ding to its center frequency as about 100. At higher frequencies where
the bandwidth prescribed by equation (23) is larger, the frequency dwell
ti^se is smaller, and the probability of encountering a pulse is even
smaller. To insure interception, the technique of ubiquitous spectrum
analysis may be used in c^^njunction with conventional scanning. Most
radars are found in the range of 1-^ GHz and repetition rates are generally
higher than 200 pps, or have pulses at mast 5 milliseconds apart. Ii' we:
allow Ta to be at least 5 milliseconds, at least one pulse will be encoun-
tered. Ts]. a spatial dwe11 time of 200 milliseconds there are forty 5 milli-
secund intervals and in each we wi11 examine 12+0 of the total range. For
the 1--2 GHz range this means e^tamining 25 MHz at a time. To get an acceptable
fxequency resolution the 25 MHz band may be examined in a bank of five
contiguous filters each of a band ..*idth of about 5 MHz. Each of these sub-
bands of 5 MTiz would be examined far 5 milliseconds and sometime during
this interval one or more pulses would occux if the sub-band corresponds
try a frequency at which the pulse has signi#'icant energy. For the 2-^ GHz
range, 50 Mkiz would be examined at one tune. Five sub bands, each of
l4 MHz bandwidth, would cover this range, yet keep the sub-bent? filters to
a reasonable number.

A block diagram of the receiver for the 1-2 GHz band as shown
in Fig. Awl. St ^.s axranged to do a conventional scan in discrete steps
in a band of about 600 kHz looking In each band i'or 118 microseconds.	 At
the same time it will examine forty 25 MHz bands, abservi^.zg each 5 MHz sub- ^.
band for 5 cosec. Tdhile the entire 2S MHz TE filter output could be examined
without going to the sub bands, using the technique shown will reduce the
noise level. ti
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'brie 5 MEiz falters have suftici.ent bandwidth to accept most radar
pulses without distortion and the observation interval is enoe^h to allow
two ar more pulses to shoer up. This assertion is based on the observa-
tion that fbe predominant L-band radars used t'or air trai'iic control
have pulse widths of 2 microseconds at a repetition .rate of 354 PP s and
the predominant S band radars have a pulse width o^ 0.$ microseconds at
a repetition rate of 1200 pps. '1'he 5 MHz filter described here can
accept pulses as short as 0.2 microseconds at repetition rates as low a;^
20C pps. This suggests that each interval can be used to give peak
received pulse power and time between pulses or repetition rate. As a
rubs only one rat the 5 MHz filters will pass the pulses, though two
ad^acenc x^'ters ma.y sometimes share the spectral energy of the arriving 	 ^
pulses. In rare cases non»a,c3^acent 5 MHz Filters may contain output
information suggesting that more than one source is in view of the re-
ceiving antenna, Depending on the results of a survey of frequency
ass^.gnmerit, we may ultimately reco^mnend that data i'rom only one of the
iive 1'iiters be passed on to the recoxc^ing apparatus.

The 5 MHz filters may also see non-radar sources which, if they
occur, will usually give rise to a low level noise-like background. Since
these channels are being included specii'ically fox recording pulsed radar,
it is advisable to design the measuring circuit so that it requires a
minimal level in order to respond.
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